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Abstract

This paper summarizes some of the results of a project in evaluation and selection of
an object-oriented paradigm of representation and programming. A number of
different object-oriented models were analysed for their capability of capturing
declarative and procedural knowledge, for the economy of their representation, for the
variety and flexibility of knowledge manipulation tools, and finally for the models’
ability to efficiently order and subsequently select knowledge units for processing. An
assessment is made of the programmer’s effort to apply each of the methodologies to
the area of an knowledge representation and manipulation, exemplified by an artificial
domain of the robot construction and its action planning.
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1 Note portions of this article are based on an unpublished report developed by the author at
Knowledge Systems Laboratory at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne,
Victoria, March 1987.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important tasks in knowledge engineering is to successfully

match an application at hand with one of many knowledge representation and

processing tools. The tools selected will usually fit into one of the three programming

models :- the functional, the logical and the object-oriented. Each of the

methodologies evolved into a vast and complex domain of techniques, methods and

tools tailored to specific applications, having their own idiosyncrasies, overlapping,

converging and complementing each other. The selection task is difficult, even after

the methodology itself is already chosen.

The functional and logical approach to knowledge representation and

processing is relatively well researched and documented, both have good theoretical

background, and both have well publicized algorithms, methods and techniques. The

object-oriented approach to programming is quite new and in its theoretical and

developmental infancy. Thus, there is still a number of questions pending in front of

every knowledge engineer inclined to use an object-oriented paradigm:

o What is an object-oriented model of knowledge representation?

o What are the necessary components of an object-oriented system?

o What are the criteria for the selection of an object-oriented system?

o How difficult is to implement an object-oriented tool?

The author of this paper was confronted with these questions during a development of

an object-oriented system CONTEXTUS applied to the problems of a robot action

planning (CYBULSKI 1987). The questions were subsequently answered and this paper

summarizes some of the findings.

2. What is an object-oriented model of knowledge representation?

Object-orientation will be defined as a modularization of representational

elements, both declarative and procedural, where modules, whether synchronous or

asynchronous, are independent but coupled together via communication channels.

This definition allows quite a number of knowledge representation methodologies to

be considered "object-oriented", including frames, actors, conceptual structures,

blackboards, some production systems, activation and inference networks, neural

networks, and others (refer to WINSTON 1984 for a general overview of different

representation techniques).

The analysis of knowledge representation models considered in this paper was

inspired by the availability of and experience with the specific Artificial Intelligence
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tools: PEARL representing frame systems  (DEERING, FALETTI AND WILENSKY 1982,

FALETTI AND WILENSKY 1982), NEOACTORS representing message passing systems

(CYBULSKI 1987), MICROEXPERT representing activation networks  (COX AND

BROUGHTON 1982), finally a few low level tools such as LISP (FRANZLISP -

WILENSKY 1984; SCHEME - ABELSON, SUSSMAN AND SUSSMAN 1985) and PROLOG

(CLOCKSIN AND MELLISH 1981); discussion of other methodologies and techniques is

based on broad literature survey to include complicated hybrid architectures

combining the elements of rule and object-oriented representations (e.g. LOOPS or

KEE - KUNZ, KEHLER AND WILLIAMS 1984).

A more general treatment of object-oriented systems (as defined here) may be

found in SHRIVER AND WEGNER 1987 (actors and arames), SOWA 1984 (conceptual

structures) and RUMELHART AND MCCLELLAND 1986 (activation networks); other

references can be found in the body of this paper.

3. What are the necessary components of an object-oriented system?

The CONTEXTUS system was designed as a general purpose object-oriented

system, it was applied however to the problems of action planning by robots. Hence,

the system must have had the necessary model components to suit the application. It

was important to identify a number of universal, primitive concepts to describe the

robot world (mapping), complex robot systems had to be defined in terms of inter-

related parts and functions (organization), the parts needed to be grouped and

classified according to their characteristics (clustering), finally the action planning

required dynamic prioritization of goals, plans and actions (selection). Capability to

map, organize, cluster  and select declarative and procedural knowledge in the robot

realm were the ultimate goal of every tool and methodology considered, hence, let us

explore the four areas of knowledge representation as applicable to our robot

example.

Mapping. Many of the researchers into Psychology and Cognitive Science

find evidence that human memories, and thus knowledge, could be mapped into a

small set of representational universals. Schank for instance proposed 11 primitive

concepts and 16 primitive inferences (SCHANK 1975), others believe in a much larger

set of primitive semantic units (e.g. 60 in WILKS 1973).  Even though most of the

work on representational universals were done in the area of language understanding,

the primitives could be drawn from any application domain and they could be of any

conceptual complexity; e.g. cognitive processes, conceptualizations, plans and goals

can all be reduced to simple, primitive structures and mechanisms (SCHANK AND

ABELSON 1977). From the computational point of view, a small set of primitives
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allows a more complete definition of all

the valid and invalid relationships that

may occur between pairs of primitive

concepts, it is also possible to provide

details of transformations reducing

complex concepts into the simple ones.

Thus, considering an area of a

robot construction and its action planning

a set of primitives may include all basic

robot parts: cranes, lifts and hands. The

primitive functions characterize each of

the parts and the necessary causal relationships between their behaviours are defined.

Organization. There are many models of knowledge organization. By far,

semantic network  theory is the most popular model of declarative knowledge. It was

developed by Quillian (1968) and later extended by a number of AI researchers

leading to the development of natural language applications (SIMMONS 1973, SHANK

1975), numerous theories of memory such as active semantic networks (RUMELHART

AND NORMAN 1973) and frame systems (MINSKY 1975), logics systems, etc.

(PARTITIONED SEMANTIC NETWORKS - HENDRIX 1978, CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS -

SOWA 1984; for general discussion of semantic networks see WOODS 1975 and

FINDLER 1978A).

Psychological experiments support the semantic network hypothesis that

human memory may be viewed as a network consisting of a huge number of inter-

related concepts. The basic representation components are concepts  (representing

objects, situations, persons) and relationships (representing time, space or conceptual

dependencies, object properties, acts and doings). In the computer terms any real-life

object or a situation may be described

by an appropriate network of

connections manipulated by the

standard graph-theoretical algorithms.

For instance a simple robot arm

consisting of three primitive parts (a

hand, a lift and a crane - figures 1 and

2) may be represented by three

concepts linked by four relations

denoting the parts spatial relationship

Crane Lift Hand

Fig. 1 - Knowledge primitives

Arm
Hand

Crane

Lift

above
below

below
above

Fig. 2 - Representation of objects
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(above and below). A representation of a non-arm object consisting of the same parts

will have different topological properties, thus distinguishing it from the standard

robot arm.

As the semantic nets capture the declarative knowledge in a rigid and formal

manner, few of the artificial intelligence techniques deal with the procedural aspects

of representation in an organized fashion. Message passing, firstly introduced by

Hewitt in his actor system  (PLASMA - HEWITT, BISHOP AND STEIGER 1973, ACTOR -

HEWITT 1977), is one of the very few methodologies that have very good formal

background. The  methodology is, in many respects, similar to those of other AI

formalisms, that of production systems  (DAVIES AND KING 1977, WINSTON 1984 P

201-203) and that of blackboard architectures (NII 1986A, 1986B). The philosophy of

the actor, production and blackboard systems is based on a common concept of

message passing through the network of actors  or processors, called "actors" in actor

systems, "productions" in production systems, or "knowledge sources" in blackboard

architecture. Every actor provides some service to other actors of the system by

invoking its local procedure, also known as an actor’s method. A message, being a

request for service together with some additional information, is deposited in a buffer

known to a group of actors; the message depository is known as a "mail queue" in an

actor system, "context" in production systems, and "blackboard" in blackboard

systems. The actors inspect all the buffers they have access to and serve all the

requests from the buffer they are able to, the service may involve sending new

messages to some other buffers in the system. Actors usually specialize in a specific

domain of service they could provide. In some systems, thus, an actor may be able to

perform only one specific action (as in SOWA 1984), in others it may be allowed to

change its behaviour as a result of the action performed (serialized behaviour, as in

AGHA 1986), or else an actor may be able to perform a wide range of related activities

(as in LOOPS - STEFIK AND BOBROW 1986). It should also be noted that most frame

representation systems use the semantic structures in combination with a message

passing methodology for knowledge representation and manipulation (e.g.

SMALLTALK - GOLDBERG AND ROBSON 1983, or COMMONLOOPS - BOBROW ET AL

1985).

Message passing systems are especially suited for procedural-intensive

applications. The robot action description is certainly an example of such an

application. The robot arm parts act asynchronously and may communicate only via

the specific channels (buffers). Figure 4 shows the different types of messages sent

between an arm’s crane, its lift and the hand while moving an object on the floor.
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Clustering. The concepts of "semantic networks" and "message passing" may

be greatly improved by an introduction of aggregate descriptions for concepts,

relationships and procedures as inspired by psychological evidence that human

thoughts are organized into schematic structures and processes. The notion of

memory schemata was first put to the AI community by Minsky (1975), who

summarized all preceding attempts to represent knowledge in semantic, taxonomic

and aggregate forms and proposed a new knowledge representation formalism known

as a frame representation system.

The schematic organization of memory imposes a taxonomy of description

types where the references to real-life objects are treated as instances of abstract

descriptions known as their prototypes. The prototypes may also be structured

hierarchically, in which case the more general descriptions are referred to as super-

classes, the more specialized ones as sub-classes. The main advantage of such

organization is economy of representation for all objects stemmed from the same

prototype share their characteristics. The frame system’s ability to infer object

properties from their prototype description is known as inheritance.

For instance, all possible robot parts, may be classified depending on their

shape, colour, function or the type of mounting. The parts parts may be classified as

being either cranes, lifts or hands, each of them may be further sub-classified on the

type of mounting in the robot arm (figure 3). All robot parts share the property of

metallic colour (inheritable from "Robot Part"), all lifts’ function is to perform vertical

Arm

Left 
Right

Open 
Close

Up 
Down

Object

15 20 25 30 35

Floor

Weight

Position

Down Up

Weight
Down Up

Position

Position

Right

Close

Left

Open

Down
Up

Move 
Object

Move 
Object Crane

Lift

Hand

Object

Arm

Figure 3 - A message passing system
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movements (inheritable from "Lift"), and all hands perform grasping actions (from

"Hand").

Robot Part

Crane

Lift

Hand

Centrally 
Mounted 

Crane

Correctly 
Mounted 

Crane

Left 
Mounted 

Lift

Right 
Mounted 

Lift

Correctly 
Mounted 

Lift

Top 
Mounted 

Hand

Bottom 
Mounted 

Hand

Correctly 
Mounted 

Hand

Figure 4 - Concept taxonomy

A number of AI researchers have followed Minsky’s idea of frame

representation and a number of frame-like organizations became common in

knowledge manipulation systems, for instance in FRL (ROBERTS AND GOLDSTEIN

1977), UNITS (STEFIK 1979, 1980),  TAXIS (MYLOPOULOS, BERNSTEIN AND WONG

1980), PEARL (DEERING, FALETTI AND WILENSKY 1982, FALETTI AND WILENSKY

1982), SMALLTALK (GOLDBERG AND ROBSON 1983), FLAVORS (ALLEN, TRIGG AND

WOOD 1985), KL-ONE (BRACHMAN AND SCHMOLZE 1985), and KRYPTON

(BRACHMAN, FIKES AND LEVESQUE 1983). Frames have been used in a number of

different applications, e.g. in flight booking systems (GUS - BOBROW ET AL 1977),

scheduling (NUDGE - GOLDSTEIN AND ROBERTS 1979), language understanding

(SCHANK AND RIESBECK 1981), used as a new programming methodology (object

oriented programming - BYTE 1986), or modelling human conceptual structures

which usually possess incomparable capability to combine both declarative and

procedural aspects of knowledge, e.g. semantic templates  (WILKS 1973), scripts

(SCHANK 1975), memory partitions  (HENDRIX 1978), plans  (SCHANK AND
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ABELSON 1977), story schemata  (RUMELHART 1975), conceptual graphs  (SCHANK

1975, SOWA 1984, FARGUES ET AL 1986) and scenarios  (MYLOPOULOS ET AL 1976).

It should be noted that taxonomic organization of knowledge could be useful

in some of the semantic net applications, but that careless formalizations of

taxonomic relations may lead to serious epistemological problems  (BRACHMAN

1983, 1985). Further discussion of frame systems may be found in STEFIK AND

BOBROW 1986, the formalization of frame properties, in HAYES 1979.

Selection.  Because of knowledge complexity, because of its fuzziness and

ambiguity, every knowledge based system must have appropriate mechanisms for

efficient selection and retrieval of its knowledge structures. Since we selected a

message passing system as means of communication between the procedural units of

knowlege, we looked for a set of knowledge selection techniques that could enhance

the selectivity of retrieval processes. We turned to the activation networks which

could be viewed as a special case of a message passing system where the information

flown between the actors is their activation charge, and the only action that may be

taken is redistribution of activation to the inter-connected actors after reaching an

activation threshold. The links between actors may be of activation (increase the

activation of neighbouring actors) or inhibition  (decrease the activation) type. A

number of activation models are based on neurophysiological theories of the brain

and its processing (MCCULLOCH AND PITT 1943, HEBB 1949), the theory of

perceptrons (ROSENBLATT 1958, MINSKY AND PAPERT 1969), K-Lines and Societies

of Mind (MINSKY 1977, 1980, 1986), and probabilistic inference networks (COX AND

BROUGHTON 1982).

Knowledge in a true activation networks is stored as different activation states

of all the network cells. Such an approach to information storage is similar to the

concept of associative memory, or that of probabilistic inference networks (as in

MICROEXPERT - COX AND BROUGHTON 1982, AL/X - REITER 1981, PROSPECTOR -

DUDA ET AL 1978 or MYCIN - SHORTLIFFE 1976). Activation networks do not

compute results, for the results may not flow in the net, instead the network settles

into the state of a problem solution, i.e. its activation flow becomes stable.  The low

level of representation, very fine grain of knowledge units, high density of semi-

random network of cell connection, and numerous theories of the rules governing the

activation spreading (COLLINS AND LOFTUS 1975) usually requires very complex

knowledge acquisition algorithms, all of which make the knowledge model unsuitable

for direct programmer’s manipulation (see HINTON 1985 or MICHALSKY AND

CHILAUSKY 1981 for explanation of learning techniques in activation networks).
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Figure 5 - Selection problem in activation networks

An application of a simple activation network principle may be illustrated by a

situation of a multi-arm or multi-robot system where the suitability of the robot arms

to perform a specific task is determined by the observation only (object colour, shape

and size - figure 5). Each positive property identification (via a camera) will fire an

activation charge to the more suitable arm (suitability based on previous experience)

until its charge surpasseses a predefined threshold in which case the arm will fire thus

inhibiting the other(s) from performing the action.

It should be stressed that an activation network organization is very different

from a semantic model of memory. Some attempts have been made, however, to

bridge the gap between semantic organizations and activation structures (see

FELDMAN 1985). Others look at the possible combination of the neural model of

knowledge representation with other semantically-oriented methodologies, proving

such an approach to be highly successful (as in language parsing, combining

activation nets and linguistic structures, POLLACK AND WALTZ 1984 also SMALL,

COTTRELL AND SHASTRI 1982), such high level type of activation networks are

especially well suited for ordering, sequencing and preemption of parallel, concurrent

processes (CYBULSKI 1987).
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4 Criteria for the selection of an object-oriented system?

Previous sections of this paper described a number of different models of

knowledge representation (semantic networks, frame and actor systems, conceptual

structures and activation networks), related to the knowledge manipulation tools

available to the author (PEARL, NEOACTORS and MICROEXPERT). Each of the models

addresses only some of the issues of object-orientation, and each of the tools

considered would have to be further developed to cover all the necessary aspects to be

fully applicable to the robot world.

This section looks back at all the systems discussed, performs a comparative

analysis of the tools available, critically assesses the tools’ suitability to object-

oriented modelling, and selects the best combination of tools’ features for the

development of a system fully supporting Object Oriented Programming (OOPS).

Apart from the tools mentioned we will also consider representational powers of LISP

and PROLOG representing functional and logical tools respectively.

The assessment of each tool will be based on two representational categories,

the declarative and procedural, for each of the areas of OOPS processing. Therefore,

we will attempt to evaluate the following aspects of the tools:

mapping extensiveness and semantic simplicity of the set of

procedural and declarative primitives;

organization the complexity and the cost of organizing semantic

elements from the system’s primitives (concepts and

relationships);

clustering ease of grouping the semantic elements into clusters (more

complex memory units and taxonomic classes);

selection selectivity of the system’s processing mechanisms.

The rating for each category will be given in a scale - poor, bad, acceptable,

good and excellent - for both the declarative and procedural aspects.

Each tool will then be assessed in terms of its usability for the implementation

of the full OOPS model, and the tool’s worst and best features. We will also look at

the predicted performance of the resulting OOPS model, after it is constructed

according to the guide-lines for the implementation of the OOPS elements; here we

will look at the model complexity and expressiveness to predict future development
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efforts, and at the estimated computational complexity of the system, and hence its

run time efficiency. The implementation and development effort, and the run time

efficiency will be rated on the scale: low, medium and high.

5 How difficult is to implement an object-oriented tool?

Figure 6 abridges all the tools’ characteristics and their assessment. The figure

clearly shows SCHEME, PROLOG and MICROEXPERT to be the most primitive tools.

Conceptual graphs to be the most elaborate. PEARL and NEOACTORS need extra effort

put into their development to become useful tools.

SCHEME’s (and LISP’s) primitives are counter-intuitive and at a conceptually

low level; the cost of knowledge organization with the use of symbols, a-lists and p-

lists would be relatively high, also the implementation of fully independent parallel

processing in knowledge units would have to be co-routined and be based on function

prioritization.

PROLOG primitives are of a much higher level than LISP’s, and they could be

readily used in the creation of semantic networks; knowledge clustering would,

however, require an imposition of an inference meta level (theories-like).

PEARL, similarly to other simple frame systems, has an immense capability to

structure declarative knowledge; the procedural representations are quite elementary,

though flexible (using normal lambda expressions). Frames are natural knowledge

clusters. Their processing is dependent on demons and thus is a "side-effect" driven.

NEOACTORS specializes in the representation of procedural knowledge; its

declarative powers are rather poor.2 Actor systems are quite flexible in organizing

different knowledge processing mechanisms.

MICROEXPERT has generally poor ratings; the main reason for this is the tool’s

inability to represent either declarative or procedural knowledge directly. Neural

systems have immense hidden powers; they need, however, very strong and

sophisticated knowledge acquisition mechanisms, then their knowledge selection via

probability or activation could prove immeasurably useful.

                                                

2 Most of the actors-like system combine the power of frames and actors together. It is also the
case with NEOACTORS.
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Finally, conceptual graphs show the lead in all aspects of knowledge

representation, manipulation and selection. Their processing mechanisms are usually

organized around pattern matching or are inference-based.

Estimates of the tools’ implementation and development efforts and their run

time efficiency, is based on the results collected by other researchers (NIWA, SASAKI

Functional 
Models.

proc: accept. 
decl: accept.

proc: poor. 
decl: poor.

proc: accept. 
decl: accept.

proc: poor. 
decl: accept.

symbols, 
values, 
lambda exps, 
functions, 
lists, 
a-lists, 
p-lists.

concepts - 
   symbols; 
relationships - 
   a-lists, 
   p-lists; 
inferences - 
   functions.

either 
   lambda 
   closures; 
or 
   a-lists, 
   p-lists.

filters - 
   closures; 
amplification - 
   process 
   agenda.

Logic 
Systems.

proc: good. 
decl: good.

proc: accept. 
decl: accept.

values, 
variables, 
facts, 
rules.

concepts - 
   symbols, 
   variables; 
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   facts; 
inferences - 
   rules;

proc: bad. 
decl: bad.

either 
   theories; 
or 
   multiple 
   databases.

proc: bad. 
decl: bad.

filters - 
   assertions, 
   contexts, 
   theories; 
amplification - 
   meta-rules.

Frame 
Systems.

primitives, 
frames, 
slots, 
proto 
hierarchy, 
demons, 
servants.

concepts - 
   frames; 
relationships - 
   frames; 
inferences - 
   demons, 
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   multiple 
   inheritance.
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Actor 
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Production 
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Blackboards.
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Conceptual 
Graphs
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   actors, 
   buffers; 
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   channels; 
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   actors.

actors, 
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filters - 
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   passing; 
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   vistas, 
   schemata; 
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K-Lines, 
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Networks.
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thresholds, 
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amplification - 
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or 
   probabilistic 
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proc: poor. 
decl: poor.

proc: poor. 
decl: poor.

proc: poor. 
decl: poor.

proc: excellent. 
decl: excellent.
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decl: excellent.

proc: excellent. 
decl: excellent.
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decl: excellent.

proc: good. 
decl: good.

proc: good. 
decl: bad.

proc: good. 
decl: bad.

proc: excellent. 
decl: bad.

proc: good. 
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implementation effort: medium.

development effort: high.

run time efficiency: high.

implementation effort: medium.

development effort: medium.

implementation effort: medium.

run time efficiency: low.
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Figure 6 - Comparison of tools and methodologies and their suitability for
OOPS
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AND IHARA 1984). Niwa and others established frame systems, here PEARL, to be

efficient, fast and insensitive to expanding knowledge volume; they are, however,

very hard to implement and use (especially for unstructured domains of knowledge).

Systems requiring mathematical completeness, as is the case with PROLOG, are the

slowest, also difficult to implement and very sensitive to the changes in knowledge

volume. Actor or production systems are somewhere in the middle between frames

and logic systems. We believe that SCHEME and other LISPs are in general the most

efficient but expressively poorest tools. On the other end of the scale we have

conceptual graphs which have very flexible representation capabilities, but

significantly poorer performance than frame systems, due to their conceptual

complexity. However, the reducibility of conceptual and procedural expressions to

primitives in conceptual graphs suggests a possibility of efficient compiled encoding

of the system’s manipulation and inferencing procedures. Neural networks are quite

an expensive tool to develop; their efficiency could also be expected to be poor

(learning and subsequent recall require long iterative relaxation methods).

A trade-off between structure, modularity, expressive power, and efficiency

could be negotiated by combining features of conceptually different tools. Frames

could be coupled with production rules (as in LOOPS and KEE - FIKES AND KEHLER

1985), frames with logics (as in KRYPTON - BRACHMAN, FIKES AND LEVESQUE

1983), or in conceptual graphs which combine highly formal graph structures with

actor formalisms (SOWA 1984). It could be seen that a combination of conceptual

graphs and neural networks may result in an excellent tool for OOPS.

At the time of tool evaluation, and also at the time of writing this paper, there

was no conceptual graph processor available to this research; also the inference

network system MICROEXPERT was found not to be flexible enough to accommodate

any significant development and extension. The best options seemed to start from

either a frame system (PEARL) or from an actor system (NEOACTORS) and to slowly

work towards a system being a combination of conceptual graphs, with the added

element of activation spreading. After a closer investigation, PEARL was found to

have a number of peculiarities that could be attributed to its efficient storage and

manipulation techniques, and which could cause some major drawbacks during later

PEARL utilization (e.g. a limitation on the frame size, strange and awkward multi-

frame matching using freezing and thawing of unification stack, etc…). NEOACTORS

offered a full implementation of message passing between frame-like clusters of a

very simple nature. It was decided to adopt certain elements of this system, i.e. its
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message passing capabilities and process co-routining,3 and to redevelop its frame

structure to represent complex semantic networks. Also an agenda-based co-routining

of NEOACTORS was used as a basis for the implementation of neural-like activation

spreading; the agenda priorities are calculated as the number of requests pending.

Such an approach alleviated the burden of LISP programming from its lowest

primitives. NEOACTORS is a FRANZLISP shell and thus the knowledge clustering

capabilities could not be based on lambda closures (due to the FRANZLISP dynamic

scoping); instead a-lists and p-lists were taken as a clusters’ fundamental data

structure.

7 Conclusions

This report defined a concept of "object-orientation". It identified the major

components of an object-oriented system applicable to represent and manipulate a

robot world, namely the mapping (primitives), organization (concepts, relationships

and procedures), clustering (prototypical taxonomies), and finally selection

(activation mechanism). We reviewed a number of tools representing different

knowledge representation models - functional (SCHEME), logical - (PROLOG), frames

(PEARL), actors (NEOACTORS), integrated (Conceptual Structure Processor), and

activation networks (MICROEXPERT). Tha paper provided criteria to compare and

contrast the systems and their models, based on which NEOACTORS was considered to

be the only available system capable of further development into a hybrid system

combining the powers of conceptual graphs and those of an activation model.

The resulting system, called CONTEXTUS was then developed and still being

under investigation, retains NEOACTORS’ message passing system and its co-routining

based on a process agenda. The actors’ memory organization had to be adjusted to

cater for storing complex semantic networks and actors’ procedures at the same time.

The neural-like activation and inhibition was to be implemented via a process agenda

and its priorities; the priorities are based on the number of pending requests.

A more detailed architecture and workings of the system developed from this

analysis could be referred to CYBULSKI 1987.

                                                

3 Note that NEOACTORS was also developed as a part of this research.
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